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Cows about Cambridge is a spectacular public art
event that weaves its way across the city in spring
2020. Cow sculptures, each one individually
designed by an artist and sponsored by a business,
form a free, fun, family-friendly trail of discovery for
local people to explore and enjoy.
Be part of this udderly unique event that will raise
vital funds for local children’s charity Break and
deliver significant economic, social and cultural
benefits to the city.

jake humphrey
Patron, Break
I am incredibly proud to be a long-standing
patron of Break. I’ve seen first-hand how
this remarkable charity has improved
the lives of thousands of children, young
people and their families over 50 years.
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Break aims to address these issues and
fulfil the role of an extended family for care
leavers, supporting them as they make the
transition to adulthood.

The key element for me is how Break
supports young people moving on from
care in Norfolk and Cambridgeshire.

I have been privileged to spend time with
these young people and their families, and
have seen the outstanding service provided
by Break’s care professionals as they
improve people’s lives on a daily basis.

Break actively supports them to live
independently after leaving the care
system at only 18 years old. This is key
because care leavers have traditionally
been some of the most vulnerable people
in society, experiencing high levels of
homelessness, isolation and mental
health issues.

The work that Break does would simply
not be possible without the kind support
of people like you. Together we really can
make a difference to change young lives
right here in our local community. Please
support Break to continue this muchneeded work.

ian sandison

Charlie langhorne

CEO, Cambridge BID

Director, Wild in Art

I believe Cows about Cambridge will be
one of the most spectacular and ambitious
art projects the city has ever seen. It is
a fantastic opportunity to bring the city
together and connect businesses, artists
and residents through the power of
creativity and innovation. The project will
leave a long-lasting legacy that will inspire
civic pride across generations, delight the
whole city and drive Cambridge’s feel-good
factor.

Wild in Art has a track record of delivering
world-class events that entertain, enrich,
inform and leave a lasting legacy. We
believe passionately in the power of
creativity to connect the private and public
sectors with artists, learning institutions and
communities to produce popular
mass-participation art events.

Cambridge BID are thrilled to be the
Principal Partner of Cows about Cambridge
and hope that you can support us. There
are a huge amount of benefits and
incentives for businesses to get involved
in a project of this scale. Don’t miss the
chance to be a part of it.

We are very excited to be working with
Cambridge BID and Break to produce
Cows about Cambridge, which we hope
has a very positive impact on the city and
your communities.
With your sponsorship support, we can
create an event that will have significant
impact and will see many thousands of
people engaging with and enjoying the art
trail during the spring of 2020.
There are many exciting ways to benefit
from creative collaborations. Please
join us and together we can stage an
unforgettable event for Cambridge.
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About Break
At Break, we make life better
for vulnerable young people
and families across East Anglia.
We believe every child and young person
has the right to a home where they feel safe
and loved, so they can grow in confidence
and look to the future with hope.
That’s why we work tirelessly to help young
people in care and moving on, children with
disabilities, and families who need support,
finding a way through difficult times and
opening the door to brighter tomorrows.
Proceeds from the trail will be used to
further Break’s work across Cambridgeshire.
Including the work of our Staying Connected
team, who support young people moving on
from care at just 18 years old. The transition
between care and independent living is
a difficult time for care leavers. The team
at Break guide and support young people
to live independent lives and act as an
extended family for when times get tough.
break-charity.org
@break_charity
#ChangingYoungLives

(Registered Charity No 286650).
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The Cow sculpture has been specially commissioned
and created just for Cambridge. It is inspired by
the rare Red Poll cattle breed, which in the warmer
months you can find grazing on Midsummer Common.

They are symmetrically built, of medium size, and of
uniformly red colour. They have a tuft of hair on the poll.
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Researchers around the globe are investigating the impact
of cattle on our environment. Scientists are currently
looking for solutions to balance agriculture’s effect on
greenhouse gas emissions with world climate targets.
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Cattle are herbivores that eat vegetation such as grass.
They munch the grass to varying heights — a pattern
known to horticulturalists as a diversity of sward — which
fosters biodiversity.

Thedung
beetles
feast
The beetles that feast on the cow
arethat
a treat
foron the cow dung are a treat for
birds, bats and other animals. birds, bats and other animals.
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A feel-good campaign we can all be proud of, Cows about
Cambridge will connect corporate, public and community partners
around the city, providing a new and uniquely creative avenue for
collaboration. All while supporting Break – a local charity.
Businesses, community groups and
education establishments are invited to
sponsor a blank Cow sculpture – the 3d
canvas! Read more about this on the next
few pages.
New and established artists are invited
to submit designs that will transform the
blank Cow with individual artworks. Design
ideas are presented to sponsors who each
select their favourite. Successful artists
are commissioned to apply their designs –

timeline
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Until August 2019
Sponsors, artists,
schools and
community groups
invited to get
involved

ranging from traditional to new media, fine
art to illustration, graffiti and mosaic – to the
sculptures.
Schools and colleges will also join in the fun,
adopting and designing their own smaller
Cow sculptures - the mini moos - while taking
part in a county-wide Learning Programme.
This sculpture gives an exceptional, creative
opportunity to engage pupils in important
topics - from environmental issues and the
natural world, to citizenship, and health and

wellbeing, to name a few. After getting
creative in the classroom, they will see their
moo-ving masterpiece on the art trail and
afterwards it is theirs to keep.

and mobile app. These help them navigate
around the city, discover new places and
unlock exciting rewards and discounts
provided by sponsors.

Community groups have the opportunity to
work with a regional artist to decorate a Cow
with artwork to reflect their stories. It will be
displayed as part of the trail, before being
returned to its forever pasture in the local
neighbourhood.

After entertaining and getting people
outdoors, walking more, and sharing their
stories, the herd of sculptures will come
together for a special farewell event. It gives
everyone a last chance to see the Cows,
meet some of the artists involved, and maybe
choose one to bid for at the charity auction!

Once all the Cows are decorated, they
will appear in our streets, parks and open
spaces in spring next year to form a free
10-week art trail. Residents and visitors,
young and old, will explore the trail using
a bespoke Cows about Cambridge map

September –
December 2019
Cows decorated
by artists
September 2019
Art Selection event.
Design ideas by
artists presented
to sponsors for
selection

Late January 2020
Sponsor activation
workshop

30 March –
7 June 2020
Cows about
Cambridge
art trail is live

The legacy of Cows about Cambridge
continues as many of the sculptures will take
centre stage at a glittering auction to raise
vital funds for Break.

Late June or
early July 2020
Last chance to
see all the Cows
together at a
Farewell Weekend

July 2020
Cows auctioned
to raise money
for Break
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Generate a media
coverage value of over

This spectacular art trail will deliver significant
economic, social and cultural impacts. It will…

Be one of the largest
mass-participation
public art events ever
held in Cambridge

Include

50

Promote
health and
wellbeing and
get people
active

350k

Encourage residents in
Cambridge and surrounding
areas to bring their families
into the city and spend
time exploring it while
doing the trail

Engage more than

Engage the
business
community

£250k

Boost
civic pride

Attract more than

residents and visitors
across 10 weeks

Cows designed by
artists, forming a trail
throughout the city

Raise Over\

for Break
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£700k

12k

school children and young people
through the Learning Programme

Showcase
local and
regional
artists

1m

Generate over

interactions via the Cows
about Cambridge app

Involve
community
groups and
volunteers

£8m
estimated total
economic impact
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Sponsorship
packages and benefits

Get involved with this unique and innovative event to promote
your business, drive customers to your door and support Break,
a much-loved charity.
Sponsorship of Cows about Cambridge is
an unprecedented business development,
employee and community engagement
opportunity. Sponsorship packages are
tailored to your objectives and budget
to offer an excellent return on your
investment.
Positive activation of your
sponsorship will:
Raise your profile in the city
Give you direct access to new audiences
Enable employee engagement and
improved staff morale
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Supported by our team of Account
Managers, all sponsors will enjoy:
Association with a high-profile and
hugely popular event
Logo on sculpture plaque and
adoption certificate
Brand profile and positioning

presenting partner
up to £50,000
Presenting Partners are investing in the
highest tier of sponsorship available. Enjoy
maximum support from your Account
Manager who will work closely with you
to activate your sponsorship, ensuring
increased marketing and PR exposure and
return on investment.

Benefits include:
One of up to a maximum of two
Presenting Partners
Official designation as e.g. Health and
Wellbeing Partner, Technology Partner
Logo on all large sculpture plaques

Product and service integration through
the trail app

Logo on all marketing and advertising
collateral (digital and print)

Relationship building opportunities with
fellow Cows about Cambridge sponsors

Two large Cow sculpture sponsorships
and priority at Art Selection event

Exclusive invitations to key events

Bespoke product/service integration in
mobile app* and at associated events

Facilitate new key stakeholder
relationships

Speaker opportunities at high-profile
Cows about Cambridge events

Realise your corporate responsibility
objectives and raise money for Break

VIP tickets to Cows about
Cambridge events

Enable the city to benefit from significant
economic, cultural and social benefits

Dedicated Account Manager
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�ponsorship

There are a limited number
of Cows looking for sponsors.
They will be allocated on a
first come first served basis,
so please don’t delay and get
in touch today!

packages and benefits

Official supporter

Cow sponsors

£25,000

£7,000

Official Supporters are actively involved
with getting the Cows onto the trail and
helping to accommodate artists and
events. This sponsorship category is able
to contribute budget relieving, value-inkind support.

Individual sculpture sponsorship of a Cow
enables you to support this initiative in
a very personal way. It is available to all
Cambridge businesses and individuals.

Benefits include:

One of up to 45 official Cow Sponsors

One of up to a maximum of 10 Official
Supporters
Official designation as e.g. Logistics
Partner, Hotel Partner, Print Partner
Logo on all large sculpture plaques
Logo on key marketing and advertising
collateral (digital and print)
One large Cow sculpture sponsorship
Bespoke product/service integration in
mobile app* and at associated events
VIP tickets to Cows about Cambridge
events
Account Manager support

*Subject to further discussion between parties
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Benefits include:

Logo on your sponsored Cow’s plaque,
the website and mobile app
One large Cow sculpture sponsorship
Bespoke product/service integration
in mobile app only
VIP tickets to Cows about
Cambridge events
Account Manager support

Learning Programme
Upgrade Price on application
Benefits will be tailored to your objectives
and will include branding on all the plaques
of the little Cows and associated learning
resources, plus speaker opportunities at
events with schools.

“Everyone at Ridgeons is incredibly excited to be involved with
such an inclusive, fun and family-friendly community project. The
cultural spectacle will help bring the city to life throughout the
spring and we’re confident that it will prove be one of the most
spectacular public art events Cambridge has ever seen. We would
like to encourage everyone to get involved with Cows about
Cambridge – bring your colleagues, friends and families and enjoy
the trail of the unexpected.”

brighton and hove

norwich

Snailspace 2018

GoGoHares 2018

6,000 app downloads and 219,246
Snail ‘discoveries’ recorded on the
app. #BeMoreSnail generated 31 million
impressions and 8,000 mentions on
social media. Media coverage AVE of
over £1 million.

“GoGoHares was just a lovely event to be a
part of, raising money for a local charity and
helping bring communities and businesses
together.

“It’s a great fit for our brand… We are
Brighton and we want to help as much
as we can”
Steve Bax, Executive Director, British
Airways i360 – Sponsored a Snowdog in
2016’s Snowdogs by the Sea and a Snail
in 2018.

“We had a lot of people visit us to see our
amazing Hare sculpture, some just to take
a photo, but a good amount who visited the
pub and had a drink or a meal too, which
was obviously great for business.
“Overall we were just really pleased to
be a part of Norwich’s now famous art
sculpture events and felt blessed that the
trail encompassed parts of our beautiful
county.”
Judi-mae Alderton, Head of Marketing,
Woodforde’s Brewery

Martin Hurrell, Area Manager, Ridgeons – sponsored all previous GoGo
art trails in Norwich and is an Official Supporter of Cows about Cambridge

“We were delighted to be involved in
GoGoHares 2018 in Norwich as a supporting
partner and sponsor, having previously
sponsored both the GoGoGorillas trail (2013)
and the GoGoDragons trail (2015) - also in
Norwich.
“Sponsoring an art trail is such a great
way for a business to give back to the local
community, whilst also providing unique
profile-raising opportunities.
“This is why we have committed to sponsor
Cows about Cambridge – having seen
the huge success of previous art trails in
Norwich, we know that the first such trail in
Cambridge is destined to be a big success who wouldn’t want to be involved in that?!”
Anne Ovens, Owner and Director,
Aspiration Europe Ltd
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“Bee in the City has been one of the finest things
I have been involved with over the years...such an
inclusive project that has brought the city together
and created an amazing piece of public art across
the city.”
Neil MacInnes OBE, Strategic Lead Libraries,
Galleries and Culture, Manchester City Council

manchester
Bee in the City 2018
Sponsor Virgin Trains saw an increase
in passenger numbers of 11% during
the period of the trail – they reported
significant levels of increased pride and
engagement amongst employees.
Sponsor Metrolink recorded a 32%
increase in family travel card sales across
the tram network during the period of
the trail.
“Bee in the City more than met our
expectations, especially in terms of the
extra footfall it attracted to campus as
well as the social posts it enabled us to
generate allowing us to engage with new
and existing students and their families.”
Lisa Vincent, External Partnerships Manager,
Manchester Metropolitan University
– sponsored a Bee

Wild in Art is a leading producer of spectacular, mass-appeal
public art events that connect businesses, artists and
communities through the power of creativity and innovation.
Since 2008 Wild in Art has animated cities
across the world including Manchester,
Sydney, Auckland, Cape Town and São
Paulo, and created trails for the London
2012 Olympics, the 2014 Commonwealth
Games in Glasgow, Historic Royal Palaces
and Penguin Ventures.
For further information about Wild in Art,
visit wildinart.co.uk / @wildinart

Wild in Art events have:
Enabled over £12m to be raised for
charitable causes
Injected £1.8m into local creative
communities
Engaged over 550,000 young people in
Learning Programmes
Helped millions of people of all ages to
experience art in non-traditional settings

Get cow nected
Please get in touch with us
to discuss how you can get
involved.
Julie Gaskell
Head of Partnerships, Wild in Art
07768 038912
julie@wildinart.co.uk
General Sponsorship enquiries
sponsorship@cowsaboutcambridge.co.uk
cowsaboutcambridge.co.uk
#cowsaboutcambridge
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